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Thanks to the innovative electric drive, the Cat 988 K XE tyre loader is more energy efficient and the cost of ownership is controlled. Caterpillar says that: compared to the 998K, the total performance of the 988 K XE appreciates by 25% and by up to 50% in size-front applications. Details. 25%. This is a percentage improvement in the performance of this high-capacity machine,
with productivity increasing by 10% compared to the 988 K, which is the benchmark in this machine segment. The first tire loader designed by an American manufacturer with a highly efficient electric propulsion system, this machine has been developed to offer the best cost-effectiveness ratio for each type of charging application. Due to its performance, the Cat 988 K XE is
recommended for production plants where energy efficiency makes a difference in calculating the total cost of machine ownership. To this end, the manufacturer has equipped the tyre loader with an innovative kinematic chain developed on advanced Cat technology, known as the switching dial (reluctance). This is the result of 15 years of development of electric drives and more
than 4 years of validation tests in real-world conditions. In addition to this atypical technology, the drive device uses the Cat C 18 Acert engine, mechanical transmission box, kinematic chain and 988K axles. Proven components for maximum reliability of the new tyre loader. Maximum productivity With an operating weight of almost 53 t, the Cat 988 K XE is located in the upper
segment of loaders on high-capacity tires that are capable of receiving buckets with a capacity of 4.7 m3 to 13 m3. The nominal load reaches 11.3 t, for working with materials before size and up to 14.5 t, bulk materials. Ground attack tools, derived from the Advansys series, help reduce operating costs while reducing machine potential for effective protection of bucket
components. The key is to maximize performance across all work configurations. The power of the 988 K has been adjusted to support the 3- or 4-pass loads of the Cat 770G and 772 hard dumps of 38.5 and 46.3 t (42.6 and 51 US t). The elevator height configuration allows loading of cat 773 G and 775 G 56.3 and 64 T (61 and 70.5 US t) in 5 to 6 passes. While some
improvements have been made to work environment is comparable to that of a conventional model. Management and feelings are generally similar. On the other hand, the operator will benefit from significant improvements in handling flexibility and driving accuracy. Ease of use also progresses. Why? Thanks to a unique range of speeds that allow the tyre loader to operate
efficiently without changing gears. New virtual gears make it easy to control the speed of the ground and allow for a smooth change of direction. To increase operational efficiency, the tyre loader is equipped with cat production management, which monitors the operation and production of the machine. The application, which offers advanced weighing modes to improve payload
accuracy while speeding up loading cycles, transfers payloads to the cabin. Interested in the operator? Optimised productivity and reliable and accurate load weighing. Another technological brick is the optional tyre pressure monitoring centre, which allows quick control and visualisation of the parameters of each of the four tyres and, if necessary, corrective measures to preserve
the gums and extend the life of the envelopes. J-N. About Photo: Manufacturing studies conducted by the manufacturer show a 10% increase in production in load and transport applications. Cat 988 K XE: More info Gross power (UAE J1995): 439 kW Walking Weight: 52,781 kg Walking Weight (high altitude version): 54,258 kg Nominal payload : 11.3 - 14.5 t Spill height: 3,492
mm Leakage height (high-altitude version): 3,885 mm Import telematics data into your applications for better fleet management. Our API meets AEMP 2.0 and ISO 15143-3 standards, ideal for mixed parks. Efficient device management starts with the Cat app. Track the location and status of your device, order maintenance or parts, and then activate telematics devices directly
from your mobile device. Fleet management 24 hours a day, 7 days a week has never been easier. Cat® Inspect allows you to access your device's data on your mobile device. This easy-to-use app lets you capture control data and integrate with other Cat data systems so you can track your fleet. More than one million checks are carried out each year, which is both useful and
useful for device owners. Cat® Productivity is a cloud-based application that adapts to every operation, regardless of size. Detailed cat production measurement data, machine data, and web data are transmitted from the Cat Product Link on-board device™ directly to the web platform you can access wherever you are, from your mobile phone, tablet, or desktop. View park
information online with VisionLink and use it to make informed decisions to increase product, reduce costs, simplify a safety at the site. With different subscription level options, your Cat retailer can help you set up exactly what you need to optimize your fleet and increase efficiency. Cat Remote Update sends a notification from your Cat reseller that prompts you to update the
software on your computer. To minimize immobilization, you can deploy updates to the web without waiting for the reseller technician to arrive. Remote update reduces maintenance time and maintains optimal performance for your device. My.Cat.Com is a web-based digital device management infrastructure that enables you to easily process complex information. Monitor cost,
usage, reliability, and seniority information, and other important data needed to do business more efficiently and efficiently. Access device information and connect with your cat dealer in one place. Cat® Product Link™ wirelessly connects you to your device and provides you with valuable information about the performance of your machine or fleet. Information such as location,
operating hours, fuel consumption, downtime, and diagnostic codes is available through online web applications to help you make quick and informed decisions about optimizing efficiency, increasing productivity, and reducing fleet operating costs. Available with satellite or mobile connection. Import telematics data into your apps for better fleet management. Our API meets AEMP
2.0 and ISO 15143-3 standards, ideal for mixed parks. Efficient device management starts with the Cat app. Monitor the location and status of your device, order maintenance or parts, and then activate telematics devices directly mobile device. Fleet management 24 hours a day, 7 days a week has never been easier. Cat® Inspect allows you to access your device's data on your
mobile device. This easy-to-use app lets you capture control data and integrate with other Cat data systems so you can track your fleet. More than a million inspections are carried out each year, which is useful and informative for owners of the facility. Cat® Productivity is a cloud-based application that adapts to every operation, regardless of size. Detailed cat production
measurement data, machine data, and web data are transmitted from the Cat Product Link on-board device™ directly to the web platform you can access wherever you are, from your mobile phone, tablet, or desktop. View park information online with VisionLink and use it to make informed decisions to increase product, reduce costs, simplify a safety at the site. With different
subscription level options, your Cat retailer can help you set up exactly what you need to optimize your fleet and increase efficiency. Cat Remote Update sends a notification from your Cat reseller that prompts you to update the software on your computer. To minimize immobilization, you can deploy updates to the web without waiting for the reseller technician to arrive. Remote
update reduces maintenance time and maintains optimal performance for your device. My.Cat.Com is a web-based digital device management infrastructure that enables you to easily process complex information. Monitor cost, usage, reliability, and seniority information, and other important data needed to do business more efficiently and efficiently. Access device information and
connect with your cat dealer in one place. Cat® Product Link™ wirelessly connects you to your device and provides you with valuable information about the performance of your machine or fleet. Information such as location, operating hours, fuel consumption, downtime and diagnostic codes is available through online web applications to help you make quick and informed
decisions about optimizing efficiency, increasing productivity and increasing productivity operating costs of your fleet. Available with satellite or mobile connection. Cells.
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